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Abstract

In this paper, a torrefaction kinetic model for poplar wood torrefaction coupling with an existing two-step kinetic model was presented. The presented torrefaction kinetic model satisfactorily fitted the experimental thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data for poplar wood torrefaction; it also provided a coherent description of the evolution of torrefaction volatiles and solid products in terms of a set of identifiable chemical components and elemental compositions respectively. A comprehensive torrefaction thermochemical model was proposed to describe the thermochemical performance of poplar wood torrefaction processes. The results from the developed torrefaction kinetic and thermochemical model showed that (1) high temperature increases the evolution rate of torrefaction products, and favors the formation of torrefaction volatiles; (2) heating rate has a slight effect on evolution for torrefaction process; (3) mass and energy yields of torrefaction products are significantly influenced by both torrefaction temperature and residence time; (4) heat of torrefaction reaction is mostly endothermic with a relatively small amount (less than 10\% of the raw material energy content); (5) for the overall torrefaction processes, the sensible and latent energy of torrefaction products accounts for 5 – 18\% of the total energy input and the remaining energy input transfers into the energy contents of products. This work provides a theoretical guidance for future evaluation and optimization of a torrefaction system, and thereafter for the industrial application of thermochemical conversion of woody biomass.
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List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Frequency factor</td>
<td>s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Mass fraction</td>
<td>wt.%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Activation energy</td>
<td>kJ mol(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>kw kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Sensible heating energy</td>
<td>kJ kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_p)</td>
<td>Specific heat capacity</td>
<td>J kg(^{-1}) K(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{C-SP})</td>
<td>Energy content of solid products</td>
<td>MJ kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{C-V})</td>
<td>Energy content of volatiles</td>
<td>MJ kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{SL-V})</td>
<td>Sensible and latent energy of volatiles</td>
<td>MJ kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{S-SP})</td>
<td>Sensible energy of solid products</td>
<td>MJ kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta_f H)</td>
<td>Standard enthalpies of formation</td>
<td>kJ kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta H_r)</td>
<td>Heat of reaction</td>
<td>kJ kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_v)</td>
<td>Number of the components in the torrefaction</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volatiles

\( R^2 \) Coefficients of determination dimensionless

\( EC \) Elemental contents of C kg kg\(^{-1}\)

\( EH \) Elemental contents of H kg kg\(^{-1}\)

\( EN \) Elemental contents of N kg kg\(^{-1}\)

\( EO \) Elemental contents of O kg kg\(^{-1}\)

\( ES \) Elemental contents of S kg kg\(^{-1}\)

\( HHV \) Higher heating value MJ kg\(^{-1}\)

\( m \) Mass of the biomass kg

\( SIP \) Solid Intermediate Products dimensionless

\( SP \) Solid products, the sum of SIP and TB dimensionless

\( SR \) Solid residual, the sum of unreacted WB, SIP and TB dimensionless

\( T \) Temperature \(^{°C}\) or K

\( t \) Time s

\( TB \) Torrefied biomass dimensionless

\( TGA \) Thermogravimetric analysis dimensionless

\( V \) Volatile dimensionless

\( Va \) Volatile A dimensionless

\( Vb \) Volatile B dimensionless

\( WB \) Woody biomass dimensionless

\( \beta \) Heating rate \(^{°C} min^{-1}\)

\( \eta \) Energy yield %

Subscripts

a Startup

f Final

r Residence

0 Initial

1 Introduction

The direct use of lignocellulosic biomass (e.g., agricultural and forest residues) as fuel is inefficient because of its poor energy efficiency (e.g., low heating value, high moisture content, hygroscopic nature, low density and polymorphism, causing high costs during transportation, handling and storage) [1-3]. Lignocellulosic biomass contains three major biopolymer components: hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin [2]. Cellulose is an organic polysaccharide consisting of a linear chain of several hundred to thousands of \( \beta \) poly linked D-glucose units [4]. The predominant form of hemicellulose is xylan, a pentose polysaccharide consisting of D-xylose units with 1-\( \beta \)-4 linkages. Hydroxyphenyl, guaiacyl, and syringyl bonded together randomly by the ether bond (\( \beta-O-4, \alpha-O-4, \) and \( \gamma-O-4 \)) and the carbon-carbon bond (5-5, \( \beta-1, \) and \( \beta-5 \))
constitute lignin, whose thermal degradation temperature range is wide, because of its inhomogeneous distribution of molecular weight [5]. Lignocellulosic biomass can be converted to produce heat, chemicals, materials and/or fuels through thermal conversion processes such as pyrolysis [6]. Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of biomass in the absence of oxygen [7], which has attracted immense attention because it can convert biomass into high energy-dense liquid fuel with the potential of substituting petroleum fuels [8]. Torrefaction is a mild pyrolysis process of biomass, and it is typically carried out in a temperature range between 200 and 300 °C [9]. Water contained in biomass can be evaporated in this temperature range. During torrefaction, different biomass components show different thermal decomposition behaviors [10]: the hemicellulose components decompose extensively, whereas cellulose and lignin show limited decomposition because hemicelluloses consist of shorter and branched chains compared with cellulose and lignin [11]. According to Ru et al. [12], dehydration of hydroxyls, deacetylation of O-acetyl branches, and cleavage of ether linkages occur simultaneously during biomass torrefaction, which are related to thermal decomposition of hemicelluloses. Torrefaction can remove some light volatiles from biomass, yielding a torrefied biomass with lower content of oxygen and higher content of carbon than those of the raw biomass [13, 14]. Torrefaction can improve the quality of solid products by releasing oxygen-containing components from torrefied gaseous (e.g., CO2, H2O and CO) and liquid products (e.g., acids, phenols, furans and ketones) [15] or the breakage of oxygen-containing functional groups or linkages, such as β-O-4 bonds, aliphatic-OH and -COOH, aromatic-OCH3 [16]. The energy content and density of torrefied biomass are higher than those of raw biomass as torrefaction changes in elemental and structural compositions of biomass [17, 18]. Hemicelluloses can create structural linkages within biomass [19], their decomposition during torrefaction yields torrefied biomass with lower strength and easier grindability [20-22]. Torrefied biomass shows improved hydrophobicity; therefore, it can be stored stable over an extended period of time with a reduced risk of biological deterioration [23, 24]. Besides improving physicochemical properties of biomass, torrefaction can also improve its thermal conversional performance. Torrefaction can result in lower yields of acids and furfural in the pyrolytic product distribution when torrefied biomass is further processed by pyrolysis [25, 26]. Torrefaction can improve the overall gasification efficiency up to 72.6% for torrefied willow wood compared with 68.6% from gasification of raw willow wood according to Prins et al. [27]. Similar results have been reported from the gasification of torrefied tomato peels [28], and oil palm biomass [29]. In addition, torrefaction treatment can change biomass properties to provide a better fuel quality for combustion [30-32]. Table 1 compares the physicochemical properties of biomass and torrefied biomass.

Table 1. Qualitative physicochemical properties of raw biomass and torrefied biomass
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raw biomass</th>
<th>Torrefied biomass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moisture content (%)</td>
<td>4 – 15</td>
<td>~0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen content (%)</td>
<td>40 – 50</td>
<td>30 – 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating value (MJ kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>10 – 19</td>
<td>17 – 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy density</td>
<td>~1</td>
<td>1.25 – 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroscopic properties</td>
<td>Hygroscopic</td>
<td>Hydrophobicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle sizes</td>
<td>Non-uniform</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological degradation</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermochemical conversion</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling and transport cost (RMB/t)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The kinetics of biomass torrefaction is fundamental for the prediction of thermal decomposition kinetic characteristics under different torrefaction conditions and is helpful for the design and scale-up of torrefaction systems and the optimization of torrefaction processes [33, 34]. Some studies have been performed on the torrefaction kinetics of different biomass feedstocks and/or their individual lignocellulosic components. Swiechowski et al. [35] used an empirical model in the form of an exponential function to describe the isothermal torrefaction of oxytree pruned residues. According to our previous paper [36], the empirical model has only statistical meaning and some theoretical drawbacks in describing the kinetics of biomass torrefaction. Chen et al. [37] used a one-step kinetic model to analyze the torrefaction kinetics of pine, fir and spruce and found that it could accurately predict the torrefaction processes over long residence time (from 0.5 to 3 hours or more) but failed over short residence time (5 – 20 minutes). The model was found to be used in the torrefaction kinetic analysis of wheat straw [33] and beech wood [36]. However, the one-step kinetic model was not able to fit the experimental results of biomass torrefaction satisfactorily, as the competitive formation of volatile and solid products during torrefaction was not considered. Bach et al. [38] proposed a three-independent-parallel-reaction model to analyze the torrefaction kinetics of Norway spruce branches. In the model, three parallel reactions corresponded to the thermal decomposition of lignocellulosic components: hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin. The $n$th-order reaction models with different Arrhenius parameters and reaction orders were used to describe three independent parallel reactions. Therefore, the three-independent-parallel-reaction model is the weighted sum of three reactions. However, hemicellulose can decompose almost completely, while cellulose only partially decomposes and lignin does not hardly decompose. Therefore, the three-independent-parallel-reaction model is not appropriate for the description of biomass torrefaction kinetics. Di Blasi and Lanzetta [39] proposed a classical two-step kinetic model and obtained the corresponding kinetic parameters for xylan torrefaction. The classical kinetic model was generally accepted and widely used in the torrefaction kinetic modeling of biomass and its lignocellulosic components [33, 40-42]. Prins et al. [40] employed the Di Blasi – Lanzetta torrefaction model to describe the experimental torrefaction kinetic curves of willow (typical woody biomass)
at various temperatures (230 – 300 °C) and obtained a different set of kinetic parameters. The model and those parameters were also used for the description of the torrefaction kinetics of other lignocellulosic biomass feedstocks (e.g., larch, willow and straw [43], and willow wood [44]). The summary of the above kinetic models for biomass torrefaction is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empirical model</td>
<td>● Only statistical meaning</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Theoretical drawbacks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● For isothermal torrefaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-step model</td>
<td>● Not considering the competitive formation of volatile and solid products</td>
<td>[33, 36, 37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● For isothermal torrefaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-independent-parallel-reaction model</td>
<td>● Contradicting the torrefaction mechanisms</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● For isothermal torrefaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step model</td>
<td>● Considering the competitive formation of volatile and solid products</td>
<td>[33, 38, 40-42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● For isothermal torrefaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Various kinetic models have been proposed to describe the kinetics of biomass torrefaction; however, most of them are only used to fit the mass loss experimental data of biomass during torrefaction. The evolution of torrefaction products (including torrefaction volatiles and solid products), the changes in compositions and energy contents of torrefaction products, and the effect of operation parameters (including heating rate, torrefaction temperature, torrefaction period) on biomass torrefaction are rarely found in relevant existed studies.

Although numerous studies on torrefaction kinetics of biomass have been reported, only a few of them have attempted to investigate the thermochemistry involved in the torrefaction process, which has an essential influence on the design of torrefaction system [45]. The results reported in the literature for the heat of torrefaction (the energy required to drive the torrefaction reactions) of woody biomass ranging from endothermic to large exothermic values [46, 47]. Some researchers directly suggested the heat of reaction for biomass torrefaction, but the details of the calculation were not given [27, 48].

In this study, poplar wood is used as a sample for biomass torrefaction. In literature, there existed several papers focusing on the torrefaction of poplar. Na et al. [49] investigated the changes in the chemical and physical properties of yellow poplar during torrefaction and concluded that hemicelluloses in poplar were affected by the
torrefaction temperature. According to Nhuchhen et al. [50], the net efficiency of poplar torrefaction in a continuous two-stage, indirectly heated rotary torrefaction reactor can reach above 88%. Kim et al. [51] investigated the physical and chemical characteristics of torrefied yellow poplar under different torrefaction conditions. They found that high temperature was appropriate for torrefaction to produce high energy density solid fuels. Silveria et al. [52] used the two-step kinetic model with different parameters from Prins et al. [40] to analyze the torrefaction kinetics of large scale poplar wood samples, and found that the kinetic parameters are sensitive to the torrefaction temperature range. However, the comprehensive study on the kinetics and thermochemistry of poplar torrefaction is still missing.

Therefore, the main objectives of this study are:

(1) to experimentally investigate and theoretically model the torrefaction kinetics of poplar wood under different torrefaction temperatures;

(2) the evolution kinetics of torrefaction products under different torrefaction conditions;

(3) to study the changes in elemental compositions and heating values of torrefaction volatiles and solid products;

(4) to perform the thermochemical analysis of poplar wood torrefaction focusing on the energy balance for poplar wood torrefaction in different conditions;

(5) to elucidate possible implications for the wood torrefaction industry.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is the presentation of materials and experiments. Section 3 presents the kinetic and thermochemical models for biomass torrefaction and their numerical calculations. In Section 4, fitting of experimental data using torrefaction kinetic models, and the effect of temperature and heating rate on torrefaction, evolution kinetics of torrefaction volatiles and main elements during torrefaction and torrefaction thermochemistry of poplar wood are presented and discussed. Finally, some implications related on woody biomass torrefaction and conclusions of this work will be given in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively.

2 Materials and experiments
2.1 Materials

The biomass feedstock used in this study was poplar wood obtained from a farm located in Suqian City, Jiangsu Province, China. The samples underwent natural air-drying and were grinded into small particles with the particle sizes ranging from 0.18 to 0.25 mm for further physicochemical characterization and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Biomass is considered a poor heat conductor; therefore the small particle size of poplar wood (0.18 – 0.25 mm) and a heating rate of 20 °C min⁻¹ were used in order to reduce the non-uniform temperature in the samples during TGA [20]. Batch experiments of 10 g of biomass with particle sizes less than 2 mm accompanied by slow heating rates (less than 25 °C min⁻¹) can ensure that the torrefaction is kinetically controlled according to Refs [24, 53]. The proximate analysis of the sample was performed in accordance with the ASTM standards (e.g., ASTM E871-82, ASTM
D1102-84, ASTM E872-82 for the determination of moisture, ash and volatile matter contents, respectively [54]). The sample was dried in a drying oven at 103 °C for 16 h to obtain the moisture content, then was heated in a muffle furnace at 590 °C for 4 h to determine the ash content. The sample was put in a corundum crucible with a closely fitting cover to measure the volatile matter content and then was heated at 950 °C for 7 min [54]. The ultimate analysis of the samples was measured in an elemental analyzer (Vario EL Cube Elemental Analyzer). The compositional analysis of the samples for the determination of the structural carbohydrates (including glucose, xylose, galactose, arabinose and mannose) and lignin contents was performed in accordance with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory Standard Procedure (NREL/TP-510-42618) [55]. The analytical procedures are summarized as follows: (1) Pre-treated poplar wood particles were hydrolyzed by sulfuric acid and diluted by deionized water to get hydrolyzed liquid; (2) the liquid samples were detected by High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC, Water 1515-2414) to obtain the content of structural carbohydrates, and UV-Visible spectrophotometer (UV-1800) to obtain the content of acid-insoluble lignin; (3) the acid-insoluble residue was heated at 105 and 575 °C, respectively, to determine the content of acid-insoluble lignin. In general, glucose is primarily derived from the depolymerization of cellulose and partially from hemicellulose, while xylose, galactose, arabinose and mannose is from the depolymerization of hemicellulose [56].

A large number of correlations for higher heating values (HHVs) of solid fuels with their elemental compositions have been widely studied, reported and used in the literature [57-60]. The correlation from Channiwala and Parikh [61], which is one of the most widely used correlations for HHV predictions of solid fuels according to Scopus for its accuracy, has been used in this work for the estimation of the feedstock and torrefaction solid products’ HHVs:

\[
\text{HHV} = 34.91\text{EC} + 117.83\text{EH} + 10.05\text{ES} - 10.34\text{EO} - 1.51\text{EN} - 2.11\text{Ash}
\]

(1)

where HHV is the higher heating value (MJ kg\(^{-1}\)), EC, EH, ES, EO, EN and Ash are the elemental contents of C, H, S, O, N, and Ash on dry basis (kg kg\(^{-1}\)), respectively.

2.2 Experiments

TGA is a thermal analysis technique that monitors and records the change in sample mass against time or temperature in a controlled environmental furnace and can provide some information about some physical transitions and/or chemical reactions [62]. It is usually used for the kinetic measurement of thermal decomposition characteristics of biomass, coal and polymer [63]. The TGA of the poplar wood sample was performed in a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA 7, Perkin Elmer, Inc., USA) in an inert atmosphere. Samples were dried at 105 °C for 12 hours to remove the moisture before the TGA test. In each experiment, about 4 – 5 mg of sample was used to reduce the impact of heat and mass transfer on the torrefaction kinetics. The sample was placed in a crucible, put on a balance inside the TGA furnace, and heated. Nitrogen (N\(_2\)) with high purity (>99.999%) was used as purge gas with a flow rate of 60 mL min\(^{-1}\) to ensure
the inert atmosphere during torrefaction. The TGA method used in this paper is according to the work from Prins [40]: the sample was heated from the initial temperature \(T_0 = 25 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\) to different final torrefaction temperatures \((T_f = 225, 250, 275\) and \(300 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\)) with a heating rate of \(20 \, ^{\circ}\text{C} \, \text{min}^{-1}\), and the final torrefaction temperature was kept constant for 60 min (residence time, \(t_r\)). The mass loss with time during torrefaction was recorded and analyzed. The mass loss data was normalized for further analysis.

3 Kinetic and thermochemical models for biomass torrefaction

3.1 Kinetic model and its numerical calculations

In this study, the classical two-step kinetic model proposed by Di Blasi and Lanzetta [39] and the kinetic parameter set obtained from Prins et al. [40] are employed to describe the torrefaction kinetic behaviors of poplar wood, since both have been widely used in kinetic analysis for the torrefaction of lignocellulosic biomass, especially for woody biomass. The torrefaction process of woody biomass is assumed as a series of sequential reactions: woody biomass (WB) decomposes into Volatile A (Va) and Solid Intermediate Products (SIP) through two parallel competing reactions, then SIP is assumed to further decompose into Volatile B (Vb) and torrefied biomass (TB) through two parallel competing reactions, as shown in Figure 1.

The corresponding kinetic equations for the torrefaction process presented in Figure 1 can be obtained as follows:

\[
\frac{dC_{\text{WB}}}{dt} = - \left( A_{\text{Va}} e^{-E_{\text{Va}}/RT} + A_{\text{SIP}} e^{-E_{\text{SIP}}/RT} \right) C_{\text{WB}} 
\]  

\[
\frac{dC_{\text{SIP}}}{dt} = A_{\text{Va}} e^{-E_{\text{Va}}/RT} C_{\text{WB}} - \left( A_{\text{Vs}} e^{-E_{\text{Vs}}/RT} + A_{\text{TB}} e^{-E_{\text{TB}}/RT} \right) C_{\text{SIP}} 
\]  

\[
\frac{dC_{\text{TB}}}{dt} = A_{\text{TB}} e^{-E_{\text{TB}}/RT} C_{\text{SIP}} 
\]  

During torrefaction, the mechanisms of water evaporation and thermal decomposition
of biomass biopolymer components are different. Therefore, water evaporation will not be considered in the kinetic analysis of biomass torrefaction and the dry basis of the sample is concerned in further calculations and analysis. Considering that ash, N and S elements contained in woody biomass are unreactive, the initial conditions for the torrefaction process of woody biomass are simplified as:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{\text{WB}|t=0} &= 100\% - C_{\text{Ash, WB}} - C_{\text{N, WB}} - C_{\text{S, WB}} \\
C_{\text{VA}|t=0} &= 0 \\
C_{\text{SIP}|t=0} &= 0 \\
C_{\text{VB}|t=0} &= 0 \\
C_{\text{TB}|t=0} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

(7)

where \( C \) (wt.%) represents the mass fraction of raw material and torrefaction products, the subscripts WB, SIP, TB, Va and Vb represent the values related to woody biomass, solid intermediate products, torrefied biomass, volatile A and volatile B, \( A \) (s\(^{-1}\)) is the frequency factor, \( E \) (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) is the activation energy, \( t \) (s) is the time, \( T \) (K) is the temperature, \( C_{\text{Ash, WB}} \) (wt.%), \( C_{\text{N, WB}} \) (wt.%) and \( C_{\text{S, WB}} \) (wt.%) are the mass fraction of ash, N and S in woody biomass, respectively. The values of the above kinetic parameters for woody biomass torrefaction are listed in Table 3 [40].

**Table 3. Kinetic parameters for woody biomass torrefaction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Parameter values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( A ) (s(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB → Va</td>
<td>( 2.48 \times 10^4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB → SIP</td>
<td>( 3.23 \times 10^7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP → Vb</td>
<td>( 1.10 \times 10^{10} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP → TB</td>
<td>( 1.59 \times 10^{10} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Taken from Ref. [40] with permission of Elsevier.

The common heating programs used for studying the kinetics of biomass thermochemical conversion are the isothermal and linear heating programs [64]. In general, the raw material is torrefied from an initial temperature, \( T_0 \) (°C), at a heating rate, \( \beta \) (°C s\(^{-1}\)), to achieve the desired final torrefaction temperature, \( T_f \) (°C), which is kept constant for a set time. These temperature profiles are described using the following torrefaction kinetic model:

\[
T = \begin{cases} 
T_0 + \beta t & t \leq (T_f - T_0) / \beta \\
T_f & t > (T_f - T_0) / \beta 
\end{cases}
\]

(8)

As it is difficult to obtain the exact analytical solution for the above torrefaction kinetic model, numerical calculations are employed in this work. The classical fourth-
order Runge-Kutta method is an effective method for the numerical solution of the torrefaction kinetic model, which is based on Taylor formula and uses weighted mean to the integral slope with four points in integral interval [65]. Figure 2 presents the flow diagram and pseudo-codes for the numerical calculations of the torrefaction kinetic model. The implementation of the numerical calculations was carried out in the MATLAB software system [66].

![Flow diagram and pseudo-codes for numerical calculations of torrefaction kinetic model](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) Flow diagram and (b) pseudo-codes for numerical calculations of torrefaction kinetic model.

### 3.2 Thermochemical model and its calculations

The torrefaction of woody biomass has been characterized by the decomposition of hemicellulose and partial decomposition of cellulose during the first stage followed by the gradual degradation of the remaining cellulose in the second stage [67-69]. The contents of cellulose and hemicellulose vary little in quantity for most woody biomasses; on average, woody biomass contains 40 – 45 wt.% cellulose, 25 – 30 wt.% hemicellulose and 20 – 30 wt.% lignin [54, 56, 70]. Although, some differences exist
in the structures of hemicelluloses in woody biomass, the product yields and compositions of torrefaction products from different hemicelluloses during torrefaction are closely related [71]. Prins [72] found that the volatiles from willow torrefaction primarily included water, acetic acid, formic acid, methanol, lactic acid, furfural, hydroxy acetone, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide and reported their average compositions at different process conditions. According to Chen et al. [68], during lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction, water is one of the most important products of two coupled reactions (oxygen removal and carbon migration), which transform the oxygen and/or carbon of lignocellulosic components into torrefaction liquid and gaseous products. Bates and Ghoniem [44] developed a simplified volatile composition model and predicted the chemical compositions of the pseudo-components Va and Vb (Figure 1). Some researchers [13, 44, 47, 72] measured the distribution of torrefaction volatiles from different woody biomasses, and the results indicated that the quantity and distribution of torrefaction volatiles were similar, which were also used in this study. Table 4 lists these components as well as their physicochemical properties. Based on the chemical compositions and the mass contents of Va and Vb, their elemental compositions can be obtained and also listed in Table 5. The energy yields of the torrefaction solid residual, volatiles, and the enhancement factor of HHV can be calculated by Equations (9), (10) and (11), respectively.

\[
\eta_{SR}(t) = \frac{C_{SR}(t) \cdot HHV_{SR}(t)}{HHV_{WB}} \times 100\% 
\]

\[
\eta_{V}(t) = \frac{C_{Va}(t) \times HHV_{Va} + C_{Vb}(t) \times HHV_{Vb}}{HHV_{WB}} \times 100\% 
\]

\[
EF_{SR}(t) = \frac{HHV_{SR}(t)}{HHV_{WB}} 
\]

where \( \eta_{SR} \) is the energy yield of the torrefaction solid residual, which is defined by the energy content ratio between the torrefaction solid residual and raw biomass; \( \eta_{V} \) is energy yield of the torrefaction volatiles, which is defined by the energy content ratio between the torrefaction volatiles and raw biomass; \( EF_{SR} \) is the enhancement factor, which can be defined as the HHV ratio between the torrefaction solid residual and raw biomass; \( C_{SR} \) is the mass fractions of main elements of the torrefaction solid residual, which can be determined by difference; \( HHV_{SR} \) is the heating value of the torrefaction solid residual which can be calculated by Equation (1) and \( HHV_{Va} \) and \( HHV_{Vb} \) are the heating value of torrefaction volatiles Va and Vb, respectively (see Table 4).
Table 4. Compositions of torrefaction volatiles and some physicochemical properties of volatile components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical composition</th>
<th>Boiling point / °C</th>
<th>Latent heat of vaporization n a / kJ kg⁻¹</th>
<th>Standard enthalpy of formation / kJ kg⁻¹</th>
<th>Mass content of Va / wt.%</th>
<th>Mass content of Vb / wt.%</th>
<th>HHV / kJ kg⁻¹</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>2.455 × 10⁴</td>
<td>-1.587 × 10⁴</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[73, 74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>118.05</td>
<td>3.947 × 10²</td>
<td>-8.052 × 10⁴</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>1.457 × 10⁴</td>
<td>[75, 76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formic acid</td>
<td>100.75</td>
<td>4.930 × 10²</td>
<td>-9.236 × 10³</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.514 × 10³</td>
<td>[75, 77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>64.65</td>
<td>1.099 × 10¹</td>
<td>-7.440 × 10³</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>2.265 × 10⁴</td>
<td>[75, 78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactic acid</td>
<td>181.85</td>
<td>6.621 × 10²</td>
<td>-6.894 × 10³</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>1.371 × 10⁴</td>
<td>[73, 79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td>161.55</td>
<td>5.266 × 10²</td>
<td>-2.084 × 10³</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.434 × 10⁴</td>
<td>[79, 80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxy acetone</td>
<td>145.55</td>
<td>3.670 × 10²</td>
<td>-3.353 × 10³</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>2.011 × 10⁴</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
<td>-88.50</td>
<td>3.795 × 10²</td>
<td>-8.941 × 10³</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon monoxide</td>
<td>-191.52</td>
<td>2.142 × 10²</td>
<td>-3.946 × 10³</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.010 × 10⁴</td>
<td>[82, 83]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Elemental compositions and energy content of volatiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elemental compositions</th>
<th>Volatile Va</th>
<th>Volatile Vb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>17.74 wt.%</td>
<td>36.34 wt.%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>7.27 wt.%</td>
<td>8.78 wt.%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>74.99 wt.%</td>
<td>54.88 wt.%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Energy content

| HHV | 4.43 × 10³ KJ kg⁻¹ a | 1.633 × 10⁴ KJ kg⁻¹ a |

a Calculated by the HHVs and mass fractions of volatile components in volatiles Va and Vb

The estimation of the heat of reaction is essential for the establishment of energy balance of woody biomass torrefaction. To determine the heat of reaction for woody biomass torrefaction, the reaction pathways can be simplified as follow:

Woody biomass (WB) → Torrefaction → Volatiles (V) + Solid products (SP).

Based on the fundamental theory of thermodynamics, the heat of reaction for the torrefaction reaction process, Ĥ_r (kJ kg⁻¹), can be calculated by the difference between the standard enthalpies of formation of the products and reactants[83]:

\[
\Delta H_r(t) = \frac{C_{SP}(t) \cdot \Delta_t H_{SP}^\Theta + C_V(t) \cdot \Delta_t H_V^\Theta - \left[C_{WB}(t) - \left(C_{WB}(t) \cdot \Delta_t H_{WB}^\Theta\right)\right]}{C_{WB}(t)}
\]

(12)

where \(\Delta_t H_{WB}^\Theta\), \(\Delta_t H_{SP}^\Theta\), \(\Delta_t H_V^\Theta\) (kJ kg⁻¹) are the standard enthalpies of formation of the raw material (woody biomass), solid products and volatiles from torrefaction, respectively, \(C_{wb}(\text{dimensionless})\), \(C_{sp}(\text{dimensionless})\) and \(C_V(\text{dimensionless})\) are the mass fractions of the raw material (woody biomass), torrefaction solid products and
The raw material and torrefaction solid products are considered as non-conventional fuels. The standard enthalpy of formation of a non-conventional fuel \((\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m)\) can be evaluated according to their elemental compositions and HHVs. To calculate the standard enthalpy of non-conventional fuels, the following combustion reaction is considered [84]:

\[
\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m + \left( x + \frac{y}{4} + m - \frac{z}{2} \right) \text{O}_2 \rightarrow x\text{CO}_2 + \frac{y}{2}\text{H}_2\text{O} + \frac{l}{2}\text{N}_2 + m\text{SO}_2
\]

The enthalpy of formation for the above reaction satisfies the following expression:

\[
(12x + y + 16z + 14l + 32m)\Delta_f H_{\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m}^{\Theta} = 44x \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{CO}_2}^{\Theta} + 9y \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}^{\Theta} + 14l \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{N}_2}^{\Theta} + 64m \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{SO}_2}^{\Theta} - 32\left( x + \frac{y}{4} + m - \frac{z}{2} \right)\Delta_f H_{\text{O}_2}^{\Theta} + (12x + y + 16z + 14l + 32m)\text{HHV}_{\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m}
\]

where \(\Delta_f H_{\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m}^{\Theta}\) (kJ kg\(^{-1}\)) is the standard enthalpy of formation of the non-conventional fuel \((\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m)\) at the reference condition (25 °C and 1 atm), \(\Delta_f H_{\text{CO}_2}^{\Theta}\), \(\Delta_f H_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}^{\Theta}\), \(\Delta_f H_{\text{N}_2}^{\Theta}\), and \(\Delta_f H_{\text{O}_2}^{\Theta}\) (kJ kg\(^{-1}\)) are the standard enthalpies of formation of CO\(_2\), H\(_2\)O, N\(_2\), SO\(_2\) and O\(_2\), respectively. \(\text{HHV}_{\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m}\) (kJ kg\(^{-1}\)) is the HHV of the non-conventional fuel. Since the standard enthalpy values of formation of N\(_2\) and O\(_2\) are zero, Equation (13) becomes:

\[
\Delta_f H_{\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m}^{\Theta} = \frac{44x \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{CO}_2}^{\Theta} + 9y \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}^{\Theta} + 14l \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{N}_2}^{\Theta} + 64m \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{SO}_2}^{\Theta}}{12x + y + 16z + 14l + 32m} + \text{HHV}_{\text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z\text{N}_l\text{S}_m}
\]

The total enthalpy of formation of the unreacted biomass at the time \(t_w\) includes the standard enthalpy of formation and the sensible enthalpy required to the temperature \(T\) from \(T_0\) of the unreacted raw material (Equation (15)).

\[
\Delta H_{\text{WB}}^{\Theta} \big|_{t_w-T_0} = m_0 \cdot \left[ 100 - C_{\text{WB}}(t_w) - C_{\text{Ash, WB}} - C_{\text{N, WB}} - C_{\text{S, WB}} \right] \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{WB}}^{\Theta} + m_0 \cdot \int_{t_0}^{t_w} \left[ C_{\text{WB}}(t) + C_{\text{Ash, WB}} + C_{\text{N, WB}} + C_{\text{S, WB}} \right] \cdot c_{p,\text{WB}}(T) dT
\]

where \(m_0\) (kg) is the initial mass of the biomass and \(c_{p,\text{WB}}\) (J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)) is the specific heat capacity of the raw material. The specific heat capacity of wood is dependent on various factors including the temperature and wood properties (e.g., particle size, moisture content, and the direction of the grain) [85]. In this work, the poplar wood samples were dried before thermogravimetric analysis for torrefaction kinetic
measurement and the samples used were well-ground particles whose particle size evenly distributed (particle diameters ranged from 0.18 – 0.25 mm). Therefore, the temperature-dependence specific heat capacity of the poplar wood sample is considered [86]:

\[ c_{p,\text{WB}} (T) = 1112.0 + 4.85T \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where \( T \) is expressed in K and \( c_{p,\text{WB}} \) is expressed in J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\).

The total enthalpy of formation of the torrefaction solid products at the time \( t_m \) includes the standard enthalpy of formation and the sensible enthalpy required to the temperature \( T \) from \( T_0 \) of the torrefaction solid products:

\[
\Delta_h \sp{\text{SP}} \big|_{t=t_m} = m_0 \cdot \left[ C_{\text{SP}} (t_m) + C_{\text{TB}} (t_m) \right] \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{SP}}^\circ \\
+ m_0 \cdot \int_{T_0}^{T_{t_m}} \left[ C_{\text{SP}} (t_m) + C_{\text{TB}} (t_m) \right] \cdot c_{p,\text{SP}} (T) \,dT
\]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where \( c_{p,\text{SP}} \) (J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)) is the specific heat capacity of the torrefaction solid products.

The properties of the torrefaction solid products are close to charcoal [27]. In this work, the formulae for the specific heat capacity of charcoal is used for the estimation of the specific heat capacity of the torrefaction solid products [87].

\[ c_{p,\text{SP}} (T) = 1003.2 + 2.09T \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where \( T \) is expressed in K and \( c_{p,\text{SP}} \) is expressed in J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\).

The standard enthalpy of formation of torrefaction volatiles, \( \Delta_f H_{\text{V}}^\circ \) (kJ kg\(^{-1}\)) can be estimated by the weighted sum of all torrefaction volatile components:

\[
\Delta_f H_{\text{V}}^\circ = \sum_{i=1}^{N_V} \left( m_{v_i} \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{V}_i}^\circ \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where \( N_V \) is the number of the components in the torrefaction volatiles, \( m_{v_i} \) (dimensionless) and \( \Delta_f H_{\text{V}_i}^\circ \) (kJ kg\(^{-1}\)) represent the relative mass content and standard enthalpy of formation of the \( i \)th component in the torrefaction volatiles, respectively.

The corresponding total enthalpy of formation of torrefaction volatiles is:

\[
\Delta_h \sp{\text{V}} \big|_{t=t_m} = m_0 \cdot C_{\text{V}} (t_m) \cdot \Delta_f H_{\text{V}}^\circ + m_0 \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N_V} \int_{T_0}^{T_{t_m}} C_{\text{V}_i} (T) \cdot c_{p,\text{V}_i} (T) \,dT
\]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

where \( c_{p,\text{V}_i} \) (J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)) is the specific heat capacity of the \( i \)th component in the torrefaction volatiles (see Appendices), \( C_{\text{V}_i} \) is the mass fraction of the \( i \)th component.
in the torrefaction volatiles and $C_V(t_m)$ is the mass fraction of the torrefaction volatiles at the time $t_m$.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Physicochemical characteristics of poplar wood

The proximate, ultimate and compositional analysis results and HHV of the poplar wood sample are listed in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Poplar wood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximate analysis (on natural air-dried basis), wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture</td>
<td>4.93±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>3.80±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile matter</td>
<td>73.07±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed carbon a</td>
<td>18.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate analysis (on dry basis), wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>42.77±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>6.12±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O a</td>
<td>48.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.46±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.08±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy content, (MJ kg⁻¹)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHV b</td>
<td>17.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compositional analysis (on dry basis), wt.%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>33.17±0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylose</td>
<td>12.75±0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galactose</td>
<td>1.99±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabinose</td>
<td>0.09±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannose</td>
<td>1.03±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid-insoluble lignin</td>
<td>29.23±1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid-soluble lignin</td>
<td>2.30±0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Obtained by difference; b Calculated by Equation (1).

4.2 Fitting of experimental data using torrefaction kinetic model

In torrefaction experiments, the measuring variable is the mass of solid residual, which is the sum of unreacted WB, SIP and TB. From Equations (2), (4) and (6), the change rate of the solid residual mass can be obtained:

$$\frac{dC_{SR}}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt} \left( C_{WB} + C_{SIP} + C_{TB} \right) = - \left( A_V e^{-E_V/RT} C_{WB} + A_V e^{-E_V/RT} C_{SIP} \right)$$

(21)

where $C_{SR}$ (wt.%) is the mass fraction of the solid residual.
The mass fraction of the solid residual as a function of time can be obtained by the numerical integration of Equation (8) coupled with the initial conditions (7). It should be pointed out that the obtained $C_{SR}$ vs. $t$ data are on dry ash free basis.

The experimental data of poplar wood torrefaction and the data calculated by the classical one-step and two-step torrefaction kinetic models for poplar wood torrefaction kinetics at different torrefaction temperatures (225, 250, 275 and 300 °C) are shown in Figure 3. The coefficients of determination, $R^2$, between the experimental data and the curves predicted from the model at different torrefaction temperatures are also included in Figure 3. $R^2$ is sometimes referred to as the “goodness of fit”, which is a measure of how well the experimental data fits the model. It can be calculated by the equation: $R^2=(TSS-RSS)/TSS$ (in the equation, RSS is the residual sum of squares, which is the sum of the squares of the experimental data minus the model prediction; TSS is the total sum of squares, which is the sum of the squares of the experimental data minus their mean). From the comparison illustrated in Figure 3, it can be obtained that (1) the classical two-step torrefaction kinetic model describes the kinetic experimental data of poplar wood torrefaction more accurate than the one-step model since the one-step model doesn’t consider the competitive formation of torrefaction volatile and solid products; (2) all $R^2$ values are greater than 0.99 for the classical two-step torrefaction kinetic model, which indicates that the model is effective and accurate enough for the torrefaction kinetics of poplar wood at different torrefaction temperatures.
Figure 3. Comparison of experimental data and data predicted by (a) one-step and (b) two-step models for poplar wood torrefaction kinetics at various temperatures.

4.3 Effect of temperature and heating rate on torrefaction kinetics

The instantaneous fractional evolution and evolution rates of the raw material and torrefaction products numerically calculated from the torrefaction kinetic model at different torrefaction temperatures are shown in Figure 4. It presents that the evolution
of the raw material and torrefaction products is quicker at higher temperatures. At the initial stage of the torrefaction process, although the majority of the raw material (WB) converts into the intermediate products (SIP), it was observed that increasing amounts of Va were produced as the torrefaction temperature was increased. This indicates the important effect of temperature on the torrefaction product distribution, for example, higher temperatures facilitate a higher heating value and an increased product distribution towards more carbonaceous volatiles. From the kinetics point of view, the above conclusions are caused by the fact that the primary reaction has a lower activation energy than the secondary reaction in the torrefaction process. At low torrefaction temperature (e.g., 225 °C), the moisture and low molecular weight volatiles from the hemicellulose decomposition will be released, whereas cellulose and lignin are hardly decomposed [88-90]. When biomass undergoes torrefaction at high temperature (e.g., 275 and 300 °C), the thermal cracking reaction intensified and more volatiles were formed, in this scenario hemicellulose is almost decomposed completely whereas cellulose is partially degraded [23, 37]. Moreover, the decomposition of hemicellulose occurs through two stages: the cleavage of glycosidic bonds and the decomposition of side chains around 233 °C, followed by the fragmentation of monosaccharide units around 285 °C [68]. It was then observed that the increasing torrefaction temperature as the main factor for torrefaction not only increases the evolution rate of the torrefaction products, but also favors the formation of torrefaction volatiles (Va + Vb).
Figure 4. Evolution and evolution rate of poplar wood and torrefaction products during torrefaction at $T_0 = 25 \, ^\circ C$, $\beta = 20 \, ^\circ C \, min^{-1}$, and different torrefaction temperature: (a) $T_f = 225 \, ^\circ C$, (b) $T_f = 250 \, ^\circ C$, (c) $T_f = 275 \, ^\circ C$ and (d) $T_f = 300 \, ^\circ C$. (The
results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.

The instantaneous fractional evolution and evolution rates of the raw material and torrefaction products at different heating rates and at a final torrefaction temperature of 275 °C are shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5, it can be obtained that as the heating rate was increased from 10 °C min⁻¹ up to 40 °C min⁻¹, there was a shift of the evolution rate towards the left but also the evolution rates peaks for these components were sharpened, particularly for SIP and WB. Furthermore, the heating rate may also influence the final physicochemical characteristics of torrefied biomass according to the results reported by Supramono et al. [91]. They reported that the cellulose content of the torrefied sugarcane bagasse decreased from 10.61 wt.% to 5.35 wt.% with increasing of heating rate. They also reported that the increased lignin and hemicellulose contents, resulted in better hardness and stronger hydrophobicity.
Figure 5. Evolution and evolution rate of poplar wood and torrefaction products during torrefaction starting at $T_0 = 25$ °C, and up to $T_f = 275$ °C and at different heating rates: (a) $\beta = 10$ °C min$^{-1}$, (b) $\beta = 20$ °C min$^{-1}$, (c) $\beta = 30$ °C min$^{-1}$ and (d) $\beta = 40$ °C min$^{-1}$. (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)
Figure 5 shows that there is almost no mass loss occurring in the startup stage of the torrefaction process. To analyze the torrefaction startup stage quantitatively, the startup period ($t_a$) is defined between the starting time (e.g., $t = 0$ min) and the time when the mass loss of 0.1 wt.% for the raw material is reached (See Figure 6(a)).

The sensible heating energy ($Q_a$) and sensible heating power ($P_a$) in the torrefaction startup stage were calculated using the following equations:

$$Q_a = \int_{T_a}^{T_a^*} c_{p, WB}(T) dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

$$P_a = \frac{Q_a}{t_a}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $Q_a$ (kJ kg$^{-1}$) and $P_a$ (kw kg$^{-1}$) are the startup sensible heating energy and power per unit mass, respectively, $t_a$ (s) is the startup period, $T_a$ ($^\circ$C) is the startup torrefaction temperature (see Figure 6(a)), $c_{p, WB}(T)$ is the specific heat capacity of the raw material (WB) which is dependent on temperature (described by Equation (16)).

The startup period, temperature, and sensible heating energy and power for the torrefaction of poplar wood at different heating rates (from 10 to 40 $^\circ$C min$^{-1}$) were calculated using the aforementioned equations, and are depicted in Figure 6(b). From Figure 6(b), it can be observed that as the heating rate increases, the startup temperature as well as the sensible heating energy and power are increased, whereas the period of startup in minutes is reduced. This means that the time required for the startup period is reduced as more energy is provided to the system, and therefore increasing the energy transferred to the system resulting in increased sensible heating requirements.
Figure 6. (a) Diagram of determination of start period, temperature, and sensible heating energy for poplar wood torrefaction; (b) Startup period, temperature, sensible heating energy and power for poplar wood torrefaction at $T_0 = 25 \, ^\circ C$, $T_f = 275 \, ^\circ C$ and different heating rates ($10 \text{–} 40 \, ^\circ C \text{ min}^{-1}$). (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)

Figure 7 illustrates the instantaneous fractional evolution of SIP and the time required to obtain the maximal yield of SIP during poplar wood torrefaction at different torrefaction temperatures (Figure 7(a)), and at different heating rates (Figure 7(b)). From Figure 7, it can be seen that the torrefaction temperature more significantly affects the evolution of SIP during torrefaction than the heating rate, and the time
required to obtain the maximum fraction of SIP decreases with increasing temperature. During torrefaction, higher final torrefaction temperature can facilitate the decomposition reaction in the first stage, thereafter can shorten the reaction time [40].

Figure 7. Evolution of SIP during poplar wood torrefaction at (a) $T_0 = 25$ °C, $\beta = 20$ °C min$^{-1}$ and different $T_f$ (225 – 300 °C) and (b) $T_0 = 25$ °C, $T_f = 275$ °C and different $\beta$ (5 – 45 °C min$^{-1}$). (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)
4.4 Evolution of torrefaction volatiles

The evolution of overall torrefaction volatile reaction as well as volatile components with torrefaction time can be calculated using the following procedure: 1) the mass fractions of torrefaction volatiles Va and Vb at different torrefaction conditions can be obtained by the numerical integration of the classical two-step kinetic model for biomass torrefaction; 2) based on the relative contents of various torrefaction volatile components listed in Table 4 (data taken from Ref. [44]), the mass yields of individual volatile component in Va and Vb can be calculated, respectively; 3) simultaneously considering Va and Vb, the evolution and evolution rate of each torrefaction volatile component can be obtained. The corresponding results at the torrefaction temperatures of 250 °C and 275 °C are shown in Figure 8. It can be obtained that the overall yield of volatile components at 275 °C is almost twice as much as the yield at 250 °C. The higher yields of volatiles components such as acetic acid, furfural, methanol and formic acid at 275 °C are attributed to the decomposition products mainly from the side chains and substituents of hemicellulose [13], normally observed at a higher temperature [92]. The evolution rates of the volatile components obtained by the time derivative of the volatile yields are also shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8, it can be observed that the higher temperature can result in a quicker releasing rate of torrefaction volatiles.

Figure 9 shows the relative contents of the torrefaction volatiles at different final torrefaction temperatures (225 – 300 °C), and various residence times (60, 120, 180, and 240 min). Due to decarboxylation and dehydration reactions occurring during torrefaction, relatively high water and carbon dioxide contents appear in volatiles [47], and results in lower equilibrium moisture content and make torrefied biomass more hydrophobic [93]. With an increase of temperature, the relative contents of lactic acid and methanol significantly increase for all tested residence times. The cleavage of β-1,4-glycosidic bonds and the dehydration of hydroxyl are the major reactions occurring in cellulose torrefaction [94], while the cleavage of aryl ether linkages, demethoxylation, and dissociation of the aliphatic side chain are the major reactions for lignin torrefaction [95]. Hemicellulose shows poor thermostability in woody biomass contains acetoxy- and methoxy- groups attached to the polysugars (a particular xylose units), which can be decomposed to acetic acid and methanol especially at higher temperatures. The dehydration of hydroxyls and the dissociation of branches are the main reactions occurring in hemicellulose torrefaction at low temperature. Meanwhile, the fragmentation of monosaccharide residues is the main reactions at high temperature [96].
Figure 8. Evolution and evolution rate of torrefaction volatiles during poplar wood torrefaction at $T_0 = 25 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, $\beta = 20 \, ^\circ\text{C} \, \text{min}^{-1}$ and (a) $T_f = 250 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and (b) $T_f = 275 \, ^\circ\text{C}$. (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)
Figure 9. Relative contents of torrefaction volatile components during poplar wood torrefaction at $T_0 = 25$ °C, $\beta = 20$ °C min$^{-1}$ and different temperatures (225 – 300 °C) with different torrefaction residence times (a) $t_r = 60$ min, (b) $t_r = 120$ min, (c) $t_r = 180$ min and (d) $t_r = 240$ min. (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)

4.5 Evolution of main elements during torrefaction

Figure 10 illustrates the evolution of main elements present in torrefaction solid residual and volatiles (Figure 10(a)), it also depicts the corresponding element ternary diagram of the torrefaction solid residual at different torrefaction periods (Figure 10(b)). For comparison, the results of some herbaceous biomass feedstocks [97] and coals with different ranks [98] were also included in Figure 10. The torrefaction solid residual loses much more Oxygen (O) than Carbon (C), and the corresponding evolution rate of O is much higher than that of C through the release of torrefaction volatiles, especially at the initial stage (0 – 30 min at $T_0 = 25$ °C, $\beta = 20$ °C min$^{-1}$, $T_f = 275$ °C). It might be caused by the decrease of aromatization and oxygenation and the intensified lignin content in the torrefaction solid residual[99]. In addition, the removed oxygen in torrefaction solid residual was transferred into the torrefied volatiles (e.g. CO$_2$, H$_2$O, CO, and acids) [16], and the removal of thermally unstable fragments during
torrefaction make the devolatilization change remarkably [100]. It was noted that the longer the torrefaction residence time, the elemental compositions of the torrefaction solid residual are closer than coal (a relatively high-quality solid fuel), these observations are in agreement with experimental data of wood briquette torrefaction obtained from Felfli et al. [99].

Figure 10. (a) Evolution and evolution rate of main elements in torrefaction solid residual during poplar wood torrefaction; (b) Element ternary diagram of poplar wood and torrefaction solid residual at $T_0 = 25 \, ^{\circ}C$, $\beta = 20 \, ^{\circ}C \, \text{min}^{-1}$, $T_f = 275 \, ^{\circ}C$ and different torrefaction time (results of some herbaceous biomass feedstocks [97] and coals [98] are also included).
Figure 11 demonstrates the relative contents of C, H, O, N, S, Ash contained in the torrefaction solid residual at different torrefaction temperatures (225 – 300 °C) and residence times (60, 120, 180, and 240 min). From Figure 11, it can be observed that for all the residence times, the torrefaction solid residual contains more C element and less O and H element at higher torrefaction temperature (270 – 300 °C), which is in agreement with the trends reported by Adhikari et al. [101]. This phenomenon is mainly related to the decomposition temperature ranges of lignocellulosic components contained in woody biomass (hemicellulose: 250 – 350 °C, cellulose 325 – 400 °C and lignin: 300 – 550 °C) [102].

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11.** Relative contents of main elements and ash of torrefaction solid residual during poplar wood torrefaction at $T_0 = 25$ °C, $\beta = 20$ °C min$^{-1}$ and different temperatures with different torrefaction residence time (a) $\tau_r = 60$ min, (b) $\tau_r = 120$ min, (c) $\tau_r = 180$ min and (d) $\tau_r = 240$ min. (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)

### 4.6 Energy yields of torrefaction products

Figure 12 illustrates the energy and mass yields of torrefaction solid residual and volatiles at $T_0 = 25$ °C, $\beta = 20$ °C min$^{-1}$, $T_f = 275$ °C and $T_f = 300$ °C with different torrefaction residence times. The longer the torrefaction residence time, the lower mass and energy yields of solid residual, and the higher mass and energy yields of volatiles. The energy yields of torrefied solid products decrease linearly with an increasing mass...
loss of torrefaction solid materials, similar to the study performed by Peng et al. [103]. The enhancement factor of the torrefaction solid residual ranges from 1.00 to 1.24 within the torrefaction residence times of 180 min. Although a relatively large amount of solid residual mass loss occurs during torrefaction, the energy yields of torrefaction solid residual are relatively high. This behavior can be related to the releasing of non-combustible volatiles including CO₂ and H₂O during torrefaction especially in the initial torrefaction stage.

**Figure 12.** Energy and mass yields for poplar wood torrefaction at T₀ = 25 °C, β = 20 °C min⁻¹, and (a) T_f = 275 °C and (b) T_f = 300 °C with different torrefaction residence times. (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)
Figure 13 presents the energy and mass yields of torrefaction solid residual and volatiles at different torrefaction temperatures. The higher torrefaction temperature, the longer torrefaction residence time, the lower mass and energy yields of solid residual, and the higher mass and energy yields of volatiles. These observations suggest that torrefaction temperature has a much more significant impact than residence time on energy and mass yields. Furthermore, the influence from torrefaction temperature and residence time on energy yield is more violent than mass yield. Similar trends can be found in the torrefaction experimental data of pine chip and logging residue chip reported by Phanphanich et al. [104].

Figure 13. Energy and mass yields of torrefaction solid residual and volatiles during poplar wood torrefaction at $T_0 = 25{^\circ}C$, $\beta = 20{^\circ}C \text{ min}^{-1}$ and different torrefaction temperatures with different torrefaction residence times (a) $t_r = 60 \text{ min}$ and (b) $t_r = 240 \text{ min}$. (The results are obtained from the numerical calculations of the lignocellulosic biomass torrefaction kinetic model.)

4.7 Thermochemical analysis of poplar woody torrefaction

There are several papers in the literature related to the mass and energy balances from the thermochemical analysis of woody biomass torrefaction [27, 48, 105]. Prins et al. [27] reported 87.2 wt.% mass yield and 96.6 % energy yield from the torrefaction of dry willow at 250°C for 30 min, and 66.8 wt.% mass yield and 80.6 % energy yield at 300°C for 10 min. The authors obtained the energy required for dry willow torrefaction from the reactor: 0.087 MJ kg$^{-1}$ at 250°C with 30 min and 0.124 MJ kg$^{-1}$ at 300°C with 10 min, respectively, which were calculated by difference between the energy contents of raw material and torrefaction products. In their study, the dependence of physicochemical properties of raw material and products on the temperature were not considered. Additionally they did not distinct between the heat of reaction for torrefaction and the energy requirement for heating up. Yan et al. [48] calculated the heat of reaction for loblolly pine torrefaction according to the thermodynamic theory: 0.25 MJ kg$^{-1}$ at 260°C with residence time of 5 min. However, the authors did not consider the sensible heat of raw material and products in their study,
which would lead to considerable system errors since the temperature of torrefaction products is much higher than room temperature. Besides, some over-simplified assumptions were made in the calculation of energy contents of torrefaction volatiles.

In this work, the energy balance for poplar wood torrefaction in different conditions has been calculated according to the thermochemical model presented in Section 3.2. The energy input for the torrefaction process of poplar wood included the energy content of raw material, energy for heating up and heat of torrefaction reaction; while the energy output included the energy content and sensible energy of torrefaction solid products, and energy content, sensible and latent energy of torrefaction volatiles. The heat of reaction for poplar wood torrefaction was determined by the difference between the standard enthalpies of formation of the products and reactants (Equation(12)). The energy for heating up of the raw material, the sensible and latent heat of torrefaction products were calculated according to the thermodynamic calculations presented in Section 3.2. In our calculations, the dependence of the properties of the raw material and torrefaction products on the temperature has been also considered.

**Figure 14** presents the Sankey diagrams of poplar wood torrefaction at different torrefaction temperatures (225 – 300 °C) with a torrefaction residence time of 60 min: the higher torrefaction temperature, the higher energy of heating up, the higher sensible and latent energy of volatiles, the higher energy content of volatiles and the lower energy content of solid products. The theoretical analysis results included in **Figure 14** indicate that the heat of torrefaction reaction is relatively small (which is about 10% of the energy content of the raw material) and it is also endothermic. The results are similar to those for torrefaction of loblolly pine reported by Yan et al. [48]. **Figure 14** also shows that as the torrefaction temperature was increased from 225 up to 275 °C, the heat of torrefaction reaction also increased from 0.62 up to 1.67 MJ per kg of poplar wood; however, as the torrefaction temperature was further increased up to 300 °C, the heat of torrefaction decreased to 1.46 MJ per kg of poplar wood. The variation of the sensible heat of solid products as function of the solid mass and temperature showed the same trend as that of the heat of torrefaction reaction with the temperature. For example, the sensible heat of solid products, as a function of mass and temperature, is just 0.22 MJ per kg of poplar wood even at 300 °C due to the low mass yield (41.87 wt.%) of torrefaction solid products. About 70% of the total energy input is transferred into torrefied biomass at 275 °C with torrefaction residence time of 60 min. Overall, it can be said that the sensible and latent energy of torrefaction products accounted for 5 – 18% of the total energy input, whereas the remaining energy input transferred into the energy contents of products in torrefaction process according to the results included in Table A2 in Appendices.
Figure 14. Sankey diagram of poplar wood torrefaction at $T_0 = 25 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, $\beta = 20 \, ^\circ\text{C} \, \text{min}^{-1}$, and (a) $T_f = 225 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, (b) $T_f = 250 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, (c) $T_f = 275 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, (d) $T_f = 300 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ with residence time of 60 min ($E_{S-SP}$, $E_{C-SP}$, $E_{SL-V}$, and $E_{C-V}$ represents sensible energy of solid products, energy content of solid products, sensible and latent energy of volatiles and energy content of volatiles, respectively).

5 Practical implications

According to the above study, the information of the kinetics of biomass torrefaction and the thermochemical performances of torrefaction processes are essential for the design, scale-up, optimization and industrial application of a biomass
torrefaction system. The flow chart of the overall design process of a biomass torrefaction system, from the initial proposal to the scale-up and industrial application, are shown in Figure 15. The kinetic and thermochemical models coupled with the specific model parameters can be used to establish the chemical models, which are coupled with the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations for the computation fluid dynamics simulation of torrefaction processes. Then the simulation results can be used for process optimization.

![Figure 15. Flow chart for process design of biomass torrefaction system.](image)

Torrefaction has gained attention in the bioenergy industry recently due to enhanced fuel properties (such as heating value, energy density, biological degradability) of torrefied biomass, which resemble those of coal. Although an energy input is required for the torrefaction process to proceed, torrefaction can enhance the fuel characteristics and thereafter reduce later costs associated with storage, transportation, and downstream processing of raw biomass. Additionally, if torrefied biomass is pelletized, the handling requirements, packing and transportation efficiencies are also improved due to their increased bulk density and good hydrophobicity [106].

The results obtained in this work in terms of evolution kinetic analysis of raw materials, torrefaction products and their elemental compositions, the start-up analysis of torrefaction, and the energy balance analysis, can provide theoretical guidance for the optimization of the torrefaction process parameters. This can be achieved according to the desired torrefaction distribution (mass yields of torrefaction products), torrefied biomass characteristics (energy density, densification, grindability, etc.) and process efficiency (e.g., heat loss and waste heat recovery).

6 Conclusions

1) Higher temperature (e.g., > 250 °C) and longer residence time (e.g., > 30 min) facilitates the evolution of torrefaction, favors the formation of torrefaction volatiles, and accelerates aromatization and oxygenation reactions which lead to more carbon,
and less oxygen and hydrogen contents in the resulting torrefied biomass.

2) The heating rate has a slight effect on torrefaction evolution except at the heating up stage; the startup sensible heating power presents a linear relationship with the heating rate before 0.1 wt.% mass loss of poplar wood.

3) The torrefaction temperature has a more significant impact than residence time on mass and energy overall yields.

4) The heat of torrefaction reaction for poplar wood is endothermic and contributes with less than 10% of the energy content in the raw material. The sensible and latent energy of torrefaction products accounts for 5 - 18% of the total energy input and the remaining energy input transfers into energy contents of products.

5) The presented coupled kinetic and thermochemical model for poplar wood torrefaction can be helpful for the design, scale-up, optimization and industrial application of biomass torrefaction systems.
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